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“ Don’t grieve. Anything you lose comes round in another form. ” ― Rumi
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Water (Tales of Elemental Spirits, #1)
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· Peter Dickinson



2004·







·3.64·2,454 Ratings


Seven tales describe magical beings that inhabit our waters. Some are familiar mer-people; some as strange as as a golden eye in a pool at the edge of the Great Desert Kalarsham, where the mad god Geljdreth rules; or the unknowable, immense Kraken, dark b
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A Robin McKinley Collection: Spindle's End, The Hero and the Crown and The Blue Sword (Folktales #1-3)



by
Robin McKinley



2002·






·4.38·486 Ratings


Newbery Award-winning author and fantasy icon Robin McKinley writes stories that enchant readers. Bringing together three of her most popular novels--"Spindle's End, The Hero and the Crown" and "The Blue Sword"--this boxed set is the perfect gift for her
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Deerskin



by
Robin McKinley



2005·







·3.89·16,766 Ratings


As Princess Lissla Lissar reaches womanhood, it is clear to all the kingdom that in her beauty she is the image of her dead mother, the queen. But this likeness forces her to flee from her father's lust and madness; and in the pain and horror of that flig
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Sunshine



by
Robin McKinley



2004·







·3.85·29,413 Ratings


There are places in the world where darkness rules, where it's unwise to walk. But there hadn't been any trouble out at the lake for years, and Sunshine just needed a spot where she could be alone with her thoughts. Vampires never entered her mind.Until t
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Rose Daughter



by
Robin McKinley



1998·







·3.77·16,463 Ratings


It is the heart of this place, and it is dying, says the Beast. And it is true; the center of the Beast's palace, the glittering glasshouse that brings Beauty both comfort and delight in her strange new environment, is filled with leafless brown rosebushe
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The Door in the Hedge



by
Robin McKinley



2003·







·3.67·7,719 Ratings


Master storyteller Robin McKinley here spins two new fairy tales and retells two cherished classics. All feature princesses touched with or by magic. There is Linadel, who lives in a kingdom next to Faerieland, where princesses are stolen away on their se
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The Stone Fey



by
Robin McKinley
· John Clapp



1998·







·3.36·1,019 Ratings


Maddy has been roaming the hills of Damar with her sheep since she was a girl. The Hills hold everything she desires: her family; her beloved dog, Aerlich - and soon, her fiancé, Donal, who has been away for a year. But one evening a lamb is lost. And wh
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The Outlaws of Sherwood



by
Robin McKinley



2005·







·3.77·8,721 Ratings


New York Times bestselling author Robin McKinley's vivid retelling of the classic story of Robin Hood breathes contemporary life into these beloved adventures, with Marian taking a pivotal role as one of Robin's best archers.
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Beauty: A Retelling of the Story of Beauty and the Beast



by
Robin McKinley



1993·






·4.05·57,056 Ratings


A strange imprisonment...Beauty has never liked her nickname. She is thin and awkward; it is her two sisters who are the beautiful ones. But what she lacks in looks, she can perhaps make up for in courage.When her father comes home with the tale of an enc
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